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A New Socialist Vision and the Israeli Experience 

Perhaps more than any other experience, the Israeli experience, and the initia1 vision of the Labour movement, 

is very close to the new face of socialism that people are searching for in the West and in the East after the disillusions 

with the existing socialist models. it was basically a utopia but a realist utopia and a constructive utopia striving to 

create a participatory setf managed society. A decentralist, pluralist society where many different types of sodalist 

and cooperative organisational and communal fonns were living and coexisting together. I believe that this type of 

pluralistic, non-unifonn socialist society is at least a starting point for a vision for the future. 
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t'tom nus pomt ot View the partICUlar kibbutz experience should be understood as a a part ot a whole scale 01 

different socialistic attempts. They differ in regard to their position on the scale and on the degree of 

comprehettstveneRs of the socialist exr.erience and their degree of radicalness in realisation of different socialist 

On this scale we have first the large labour economy that comprises 25% of the Israeli economy. The 

comprehensive labour economy is divided in a public sector based on administrative management and on public 

ownership by the whole working class, and in a cooperative sector. This sector is based on cooperative ownership 

of t.he members, and in one area of t.he Israeli economy, in the area of transportation, this is the leading fonn of 

organigation. But we have also diverse forms of production . cooperatives and very large consumer and credit forms 

of cooperatives. 

At the same time we have, what comprises perhaps the uniqueness of the iRraeti experience, the cooperative 

but on comprehensive communal life. Here we have three different degreeR. We have the Moshav, which has a 

limited cooperation. It is based on nationalised fand and initially on an egalitarian distribution of the means of 

production. on cooperation in marketing, on cooperation and mutual help in different other areas. However the 

production units are private, individual and balled on individual households. 



We have the Moshav Hashetufi, the collective Moshav, which is a much smaller movement than the individual 

Moshav movement. There are around 400 Moshavim, but. only around 30 collective Moshavim and they present a 

combination between a colledive economy, which is mn like that of the kibbutz and a private household. 

And now we have the most integrative form and the most radical attempt to achieve values of equality, of social 

jUlltice, and of democracy - the kibbutz. We could perhaps assume that those forms that are less demanding, less 

baRed on what may seem to be rigid principles of equality and cooperative organization, would be (.he most successful, 

the most efficient, and the mORt popular. 

I want to try to test this very common-sense type of assumption. We have to start our analysis with the creation 

of the State. This was a period of a large expansion of the labour economy. fly the way a conventional thesis is that 

the labour economy was created mainly because there was no Jewish State before, so that the labour economy had 

to compensate for its absence. nut. in spitc of this thesis the main expansion happened really after the statehood. 

This was also the period in which the Moshav, originally a minority sedor of the cooperative agriculture, became the 

largest, majority sector. Large numbers of immigrants were immediately sent to new settlements that were organised 

in this speciat cooperative way. 

On the other hand, after the first fen yeMR of statehood the kibbutz was in a profound crisis. There were five 

years between '55 and '60 where there W:lfl no real addition to kibbutz memberRhip and population. It wa~ a 

period in which there were no new settlementfl. This W;i~ a period where it seemed that agriculture has finished its 

rote because after a period of scarcity there W;iS a period of agricultural surplus There was a kind of general 

questioning, both out;;ide the kibbutz and inside the kibhutz whether or not the kihhutz wiit be able to deal with the 

new challenge of the State of israel. There were a8~mmptio!1s that. it will not be able to industrialise or that it will 

not he ahle to introduce new technology and science, since at this time a!mogt no kihbutz member WllS ~ent to :1n 

institution of higher learning. 

There was abo a deep feeling of crisis hecrlUse it seemed that with the new Stille there is no more need for the 

pioneer spirit and the role of the kibbutz. 

In spite of this crisis situation, the period of lhe 'e)Os was perhaps the main fest of maturity, not only in the history 

of fhe kibbutz movement but alw in the history of communal movements in the world. 
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As is probably known, during the 19th century almost 100,000 people have lived in communes, in communities 

in the United States, but only some religiolls communities have lasted. Except for them no-one succeeded in building 

and maintaining a multi-generational sodety. Some hecame affiuent, but this was the end of their collective 

organisation. During the '60s the kibbutz changed from a unigenerational society to a multi-generational society; 

from a society where the family has a very limited roie, t.o a society where the family is a very important social and 

cohesive element; and from an agricultural Rociety to a mixed agricultural and industrial society.. Factories are today 

the source of 65% of kibbutz income. At the end of the '60s large numbers of younger people started to go to 

institutions of higher education so that today the percentage of university educated people in the kibbutz is higher 

than in 'srad in general, which in comparison with other societies has quite a high percentage of people with academic 

training. 

Today there is a general feeling of economic crisis in the kibbutz as a part of t.he general crisis in the TRraeli 

productive sector, that resulted from a deflationary economic policy of very high interest rates. In the case of the 

moshav fu."1ct of the kibbutz the crisis is also a of a of the right part.ies to exploit this 

flituation to weaken the lahour movement. In spite of this crisis situation, it is important to remember the following 

figures: Hetween '7(, and '9(, the growth of the kibbutz population was jWYo . Por the first time after the creation of 

the State, the relative i.n kibbutz popUlation slopped (It V'IaR a relative decreal',c because of the waveR 

of immigration). It is a small increase in its Hoare of the Israeli Jewish pop1llation from J.2 to .1.6 but the meaning 

is that the growth of t.he kibhutz is quicker than the growth of the overall population. 

The increase in agricultural production was 12% which meanfl that the share of the kibbutz in t.he total Jsn~eli 

agricultural production rose from 16 to 40%. The kihhutz indushial production increased by 75% and the share in 

the overall indt1~trial production from 4.7 to 6.8%. 

It i~ interesting to flee sorne other comparative measures. The Governmental Statistical Institution developed an 

index of agricultural efficiency. This index for the moshav is 27, for the collective moshav 39, for the kihhutz "7. 

It is an index of the efficient utilisation of the invested capital. 

There are comparative data for 'H6 betwecn the kihhutz industry and the general hrae!i industry. On the indel{ 

of productivity of labour the kibbutz is 2P% higher than fhc overall industry. 



On the index of productivity of capital - .30%; the share of exports in t.he general sates - 60% higher than in the 

overa11 industry. It is one of the paradoxes of this crisis that white consumption is rising very fast overall in israel, 

the kibbutz, which is one of the most productive seeton!, has decided to decrease its consumption to handle its 

financial difficulties. I believe that this is a transitional situation. 

I want now to point to those issues which I think arc the main socialist achievement;; of the kibbutz. This is not 

tn say that in each area there are not limitations and prohlems. But first the achievements wilt be briefly described 

and analysed. 

What is more important - economy or power? Should socialism be mainly an alternative to the economic 

inequalities or to the inequalitb in power? I believe that the starting point of the kibbutz and the secret of kibbutz 

Rocialism is neither in economy nor in its power arrangements, meaning its self management arrangement. The secret 

of the kibbutz if> in two thingR. An Igraeli well known economist said the secret of the kibbut7. economy is in its 

ideology. t would !lay the Recret i1; both in its ideology and in iig community, in its sociat basis. in the fact that the 

kibbutz is a tran~rarent, non mediated community where we deal with people, with whole people, with perSOnR, not 

with categorief! of people, not with functions, with social roles or with dafHl divisions. And those interperRonat 

rctafion~ - create to communal goals, they create the basis for the integration of the economic, 

the social, the cultural and the educational aspect!! of kibbutz life, and t.hey also create in principle the opportunities 

for complete far 

There surety i~ significance in the special economic arrangcmenhl, and I believe that the most important economic 

ammgement. is the dissasgodation of work and need satiRlaction, The kibbutz attempts to reatbe as much aR pmlRiblc 

t.hc filnlOt1S I'Itogan: from each according io his abilities and to eilch according to hif: needs. it means that motivafion 

in public al:;tivitie'l :If(': not haRd Oil extrinsic material motivation but on 

intrinsic and community oriented motivation, It means that the distributive justice iil not based on an arithmetic or 

mechanical conception of equn.lity, but it is per~on oriented and need oriented. 

The kibbllt7. principle of social ownership is a distinction between the kibb1Jt7. and the cooperative arrangement 

where you have t.o buy a share and receive your part in the ilccumulated capital when you leave the cooperative. In 

the kihbutz you have not to pay for membership and as long as you are a member you have an eqllal right both in 

participation in decision making and in enjoying the fnlits of the common propert.v. 



Self management and participatory democracy of the kibbutz is based not only on the weekly general assembly 

but on the network of committees, in which every year almost half of the members take part, and on the principle 

of rotation of leadership positions. t believe that those together with the economic principles of the kibbutz can 

explain the uniqueness of the kibbutz phenomena in avoiding the iron law of oligarchy, that operateR even in many 

voluntary cooperative, and socialist ideologicallly and politically oriented organisations. 

This is worthwhile mentioning especially because the kibbutz is not only an experiment in micro-socialism: the 

kibbutz is connected to a large federative and regional network. These are organizations which have a very 

far-reaching mutual help system and are based on ideological principles. These organizations can be seen as a model 

not. only of micro-socialism, but also of some more macro, far reaching social and political arrangements. 

In the particular Israeli situation they function as buffer mechanisms between the kibbutz and the surrounding 

society and the surrounding capitalist market. They provide the special combination between openness towards the 

general sodety and a necessary iflolafion from its capitalist components, which is needed for t.he development of 

cohesion, integration and commitment. 

The solutions suggested by t.he kibbUTZ arc not only economic solutions, nor are they only political 

or social solutions. They are part of a far reaching attempt to achieve de-alienation in almost all the areas of social 

life. 

nut we should not forget nor ignore the limitations ami the problems. We have to learn from the different socialist 

experiences not only their achievements, but. also their cosfs and their limitations - for each experience we can 

mention these costs and limitations. Wilen we speak about the community, the comprehensive community, 

"re prohlemfl of prefl:'HJreS toward confonnity. are problems of the halance between the individual ami 

family on the one hand and the necessary social cohesion of the kibbutz on the other. There are the limited 

achievements and the problems in the area of Rex role equality. When we speak about the specific dissociation 

hetween work and need satisfaction we have prohlems resulting from a lack of a market mechanism for work 

allocation. There are alternative mechanisms that work, but they are much more complex than the mechanic of the 

mMket We have prohlems in the definition of the needs that the kibbutz has to s(llisfy, but we can overcome them 

ag a person-oriented community. We have problems of motivating people to participate in the direct democracy 

a~s('mhlies and committees and the average of participation in a regular assembly is no more than 25% or 30'%. nut 



it should be noted that these are weeicly assemblies, not the assemblies once in a year of a cooperative or of Ii trade 

union chapter. So these ate some of the limitations and there are other limitations in the activities of the federations, 

and of the regional organization. 

Prom this point of view i think it i1l possible to reach a more general conclusion as to the possibility of 

de-alienation. J suggest the Uile of the concept of dialectic of alienation and de-alienation. We cannot aSllert that by 

creating a kibbutz, or a cooperative, we have therehy created a structure which wiJI once and for all overcome 

alienation. It is a permanent struggle where you have to be aware of new developments, of new phenomena that 

might endanger your achievements. However, if you are aware of theRe issues, you are able to find new Rohltions, 

new ways to overcome the contradictions and alienat.ions. 

'this is perhaps the main lesson that we can learn from the kihbutz experience. There are three ways of learning 

from the kibbutz. One, is to see the kibbutz as a model, as an existing model, and as socialists, we must team from 

at! t.he models. The kibbutz surely cannot serve as an overall model, but it can serve as a limited model in the areas 

of cooperation, especially its agricultural economy, in the area of industrial democracy and in areas of education. 

Today the kibbutz communities are a model in another very important area: aging without retirement, aging with the 

right to work. These are the kindll of limited areas where it might possible to learn in many waYfl from the specific 

achievementll and problems of the kibbutz. 

There is another area it is difficult today to say definitive, and this has to do with alfemative 

futures. There are controversies whether or not we are dealing with a new technological revolution and with a 

pORt-indusbialsociety. But there are no doubts that tooay there are more open alternatives, more than in the paflt. 

There ill no deterrninilltic development. There is a choice between options, between a technocratic society, It Rodety 

based on unemployment, on great social gaps, on It new of Tayloristic division of labour, or a society that C<in 

use these new technologies in a humanistic way, that can show that Rmatl can be efficient, not only beautiful. that 

can show that decentralisation can work and that we not need huge bureacratic, state like machineries. The 

community can he a hase not only for social life but also for a new integration between social. economic and cnltnrat 

activities. Andre Gon gave to one of his books dealing with this issue the title: The Road to Paradise, I do nof think 

that we cat} speak about the paradise, but J helieve that for a choice between these options it is possible to learn from 

the specific experience of the kibbutz. But the main ieRson that I think can be learned from the kihbutz experience 

i1l that not too much can he learned in a concrete way" The most important lesson is to see the kibbutz as a source 



of inspiration, as a demonstration that it is possible to rcaHze - even partty and with failures - a far reaching social 

vision, a far reaching utopia. In this era of negative utopias and irrationality this is perhaps the most important lesson. 
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